A Brighter World through Research and Scholarship: Tufts Strategic Planning Priority Areas

OCTOBER 29, 2018
10AM – 5PM
Behrakis Auditorium
Jaharis Family Center for Biomedical and Nutrition Sciences
150 Harrison Avenue
Boston, MA 02111

PRIORITY AREAS:
- Climate, Food, Water & Energy
- Comparative Global Humanities
- Equitable Society
- Living Technology
- One Health
- One Health

RSVP by October 19, 2018

For more info about registration, event schedule and priority area projects: go.tufts.edu/RSSP

PROGRAM INCLUDES:
- Priority Area Lightning Talks and Panel Discussions
- Opportunities to Join
- New Approaches to Creative Collaboration
- Networking Reception
9:00 – 10:00  Registration

10:00 – 10:15  Welcome and Introduction
Simin Nikbin Meydani, Vice Provost for Research

Remarks
Tony Monaco, President
Deborah Kochevar, Provost and Senior Vice President, ad interim

10:15 – 11:15  Priority Area Lightning Talks and Panel Discussions

**Equity in Health, Wealth, and Civic Engagement** – Thomas Stopka, Assistant Professor of Public Health and Community Medicine, School of Medicine

**Culture, History and Translation** – Kendra Field, Associate Professor of History and Africana Studies, School of Arts and Sciences

**Solutions for the Food and Water Nexus** – Timothy Griffin, Division Chair, Agriculture Food and Environment, Friedman School

**Climate and Energy** – Eric Hines, Professor of Practice, Civil and Environmental Engineering, School of Engineering

*Moderated by Joseph Auner, Austin Fletcher Professor of Music, Dean of Academic Affairs, School of Arts and Sciences*

11:15 – 11:30  Coffee Break

11:30 – 12:30  Priority Area Lightning Talks and Panel Discussions

**Collaborating to Combat Antimicrobial Resistance: The Center for Integrated Management of Antimicrobial Resistance (CIMAR)** – Helen Boucher, Professor of Medicine, Geographic Medicine and Infectious Disease, Tufts Medical Center

**One Health-y Aging** – Roger Fielding, Senior Scientist and Director, Nutrition, Exercise Physiology, and Sarcopenia Lab, Human Nutrition Research Center on Aging

**The Tufts Global Obesity Collaborative** – Christina Economos, Professor and New Balance Chair in Childhood Nutrition, Friedman School

**Laboratory for Living Devices (L²D)** – Joshua Finkelstein, Deputy Director, Allen Discovery Center at Tufts University

*Moderated by Alice Rushforth, Executive Director, Tufts CTSI*

LOCATION: Behrakis Auditorium • 150 Harrison Avenue
12:30 – 2:30  **Open to all – Lunch and Informal Priority Area Discussions**  
Featuring: New Approaches to Creative Collaboration  
*In this interactive session, experience first-hand how design thinking, an evidence-based framework for generating new ideas, can help you better achieve sustained collaboration and enhanced creativity.*

2:30 – 3:30  **Deeper Dive Priority Area Group Discussions**

3:30 – 4:00  **Closing: Shared Reflections from Groups and Discussions**

4:00 – 4:10  **Vision from R&S Going Forward**  
Simin Nikbin Meydani, Vice Provost for Research

4:10  **Networking Reception**

LOCATION: Sackler 114 • 145 Harrison Avenue
Directions and Parking Information

Jaharis Family Center for Biomedical and Nutrition Sciences
150 Harrison Avenue
Boston, MA 02111

Arthur M. Sackler Center for Medical Education
145 Harrison Avenue
Boston, MA 02111

PARKING
Tufts Medical Center Garage
274 Tremont Street
Boston, MA 02111

Free parking is available for Medford, Grafton and SFMA attendees.
Please indicate that you’ll need a parking pass when you RSVP.